
Beiten� Foodkin� Chines� Men�
60 Glasgow St, Clyde, USA, United States

+13159232333

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Beiteng Foodking Chinese from Clyde. Currently, there
are 17 meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant
directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Jeidalys Ortiz likes about Beiteng Foodking

Chinese:
I haven’t been in Clyde for too long but I can whole heartedly say that EVERY TIME I’ve gotten food from here,

it’s ALWAYS been great. I wish prosperity upon this business and family. Service: Take out Price per person: $1–
10 Food: 5 Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5 Recommended dishes: Sesame Chicken read more. The diner is

accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What justus farnsworth
doesn't like about Beiteng Foodking Chinese:

I lived in clyde almost my whole life and use to love the chinese food there, the hot and sour soup was the best
around, now they have the worst chinese food anywhere . I recently was in the area so i decided to try it again ,
big mistake, i ordered an sesame chicken some egg rolls and two hot and sour soups. The soup tasted like a

bowl of salt , the chicken was like a soupy disgusting slop and the egg rolls also tas... read more. Experience in
Beiteng Foodking Chinese from Clyde the diversity of tasty Chinese cuisine, authentically cooked in a wok.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Hous� specialtie�
PORK FRIED RICE

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

L� Mei�
BEEF LO MEIN

Frie� Ric� & Noodle�
LO MEIN

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

CHICKEN CHOW MEIN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

BEEF

SCALLOPS
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